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Proposed law authorizes the clerks of courts to increase the fee from $9 to $15 for a long form for a long-form birth
certificate or a death certificate.   Proposed law eliminates the requirement that local clerk of courts submit $4 of the new $15
fee collected to the Vital Records Conversion Fund statutory dedication within the Office of Public Health (OPH), Department
of Health and Hospitals.

Under the proposed legislation, the $4 fee collected by local clerk of courts on long form birth certificates and death
certificates will no longer be deposited into the Vital Records Conversion Fund statutory dedication within OPH.  The Vital
Records Conversion Funds is used to maintain and support the LA Electronic Event Registration System (LEERS), a web-
based application that electronically transmits and stores vital record information.

The proposed legislation does the following:  (1) increases the fee charged to a requester for a certified copy of the long form
birth certificate and long form death certificate (first and subsequent issuance) by $6; and (2) eliminates the requirement
that local clerk of courts submit $4 of the new $15 fee to the Vital Records Conversion Fund statutory dedication within OPH;
thereby redistributing the $4 fee from OPH to local clerk of courts.  In FY 16, OPH is budgeted $39,404 from the Vital
Records Conversion Fund.  See tables below.

                                        Long-Form Birth Certificates
                            Present   Proposed   Difference 

OPH (self-generated) $11      $11 $0
VR Conversion Fund* $4      $0          ($4)
Clerk of Courts           $5      $15 $10
Total                               $20      $26 $6

                                    Long Death Certificate (1st)     Long Death Certificate (2nd, etc.)
                          Present Proposed Difference     Present     Proposed     Difference

OPH (self-generated)        $9     $9               $0                  $7    $7             $0
VR Conversion Fund*         $4     $0              ($4)                  $4    $0            ($4)
Clerk of Courts        $5     $15               $10                  $5    $15             $10
Total                            $18     $24             $6                  $16    $22             $6
*Collected by the Clerk of Courts

In FY 15, local clerk of courts issued 81,558 long-form birth certificates and 1,369 death certificates.  Based on FY 15 actual
collections, total projected fees collected by clerk of courts is anticipated to increase by $829,270 (81,558 + 1,369 = 82,927
x $10) and total projected fees remitted to the Vital Records Conversion Fund from the clerk of courts is anticipated to 
decrease by $331,708 (82,927 x $4) in FY 17. Total revenues are anticipated to increase by $497,562 ($829,270 -
$331,708) as a result of this measure.
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